USING A FIRE EXTINGUISHER

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

IMPORTANT: It is highly recommended that you take a
hands-on fire extinguisher training program prior to using a
fire extinguisher.
Only after ensuring that the second stage alarm has been
raised and the Fire Department notified, a small fire can
be extinguished by experienced person(s) familiar with an
extinguishers operation. If it cannot be easily extinguished,
leave the area and confine the fire by closing the door.

BUILDING INFORMATION

✔✔ Keep this guide in a location that allows for easy
retrieval during an emergency.
✔✔ Review the guide regularly to familiarize yourself with
different emergency situations.
✔✔ Plan ahead - get comfortable with exits and alternate
route in the mall. It will save critical time during
evacuation.
✔✔ Remember, the information in this booklet might come
in handy in an emergency situation.

BEFORE USING A FIRE EXTINGUISHER
✔✔ Activate fire alarm to evacuate the building. Contact
Building Management and Security.
✔✔ Ensure you have an available evacuation route.
✔✔ Advise someone that you are going to try using the fire
extinguisher.
✔✔ Check that you are using the right extinguisher for the
type of fire (A - Ordinary Solid Materials / B - Flammable
Liquids / C - Electrical Equipment / D - Combustible
Metals / K - Cooking Media)
USING THE P.A.S.S. TECHNIQUE

Address:
2901 Bayview Ave
		Toronto, Ontario
		M2K 1E6
Location:
Bayview Ave & Sheppard Ave
Occupancy:
Group “A2”
		Group D
		Group E
Sq. Ft.:
440, 000 sq. ft.
Hours of
Monday to Friday - 10:00am to 9:00pm
Operations:
Saturday - 9:30am to 6:00pm
		
Sunday - 12:00pm to 5:00pm
Fire Alarm:
Yes - Entire Building.
		
(Refer to Schematics for location)
Sprinkler:
Yes - Entire Building (Blocks)
		
(Refer to Schematics for location)

BAYVIEW VILLAGE HIERARCHY
In any Emergency Situation - Please refer to the Bayview
Village Hierarchy.

General
Manager

CONTACT INFORMATION
Operations Manager (Chief Warden)
Jim Irvine
Tel: 416-572-3625

Cell: 416-697-3175

Assistant Operations Manager
Howard Jaundoo
Tel: 416-226-0404

Cell: 416-984-3505

On-Site Security

Bayview Village
Emergency Guide
2901 Bayview Ave
Toronto, Ontario

Paragon Security
Tel: 416-226-2819

Security
Supervisor

Security Guard

Fire Alarm Monitoring
Sage Monitoring
Tenants

Tel: 905-683-0501

Note: This procedure and extinguishment should only take 5 – 10
seconds to complete.
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NOTES

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
FOR BUILDING OCCUPANTS
The instructions offered in this publication are
consistent with, and part of, an overall plan that is
currently in effect in this building. Your continued
support in this program is greatly appreciated.
This booklet shall be placed in a convenient and
visible location as a quick reference or for use in
case of emergencies.
REMEMBER: This booklet is a quick reference
guide. For detailed information on Locations of
Life Safety Equipment and other emergency/safety
procedures, contact the Building Management.
Please refer any questions about the enclosed
information and/or your facilities plan to the
Building Management Office.
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FIRE EVACUATION PLAN
Bayview Village
2901 Bayview Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

1 Fire & Evacuation
IN THE EVENT OF A FIRE
1. Get people out of immediate danger and close the doors to room or
area.

2. Activate manual pull station and follow the Emergency
Procedures/Responsibilty.

3. Notify the occupants in the building
4. (Verbally and the PA system) evacuate the building.
5. Report to the Chief Warden or Emergency Personnel
and inform them of any details concerning the fire.

DO NOT USE THE ELEVATORS
CHIEF WARDEN RESPONSIBILITIES
First Stage Alarm (Alert):
1. Proceed to the fire/annunciator panel to investigate the problem.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Contact the security via two-way radio to verify the fire condition and
affected location.
Monitoring station (Sage Electric) will contact the Toronto Fire Service
@ 9-1-1 and inform them of the emergency condition.
Use or instruct security to use the use an office phone (Press Feature 62)
to make announcement and notify occupants.
If the alarm condition escalates to a second stage alarm follow those
procedures. (below)
Upon arrival of the Toronto Fire Service, inform the Fire Officer
regarding the alarm conditions in the mall. Provide access and vital
information to the Toronto Fire Service (i.e. keys for offices, service
rooms, and storage areas).

Second Stage Alarm (Evacuation):
1. Have second stage alarm messages broadcasted over the PA system.
2. Facilitate the evacuation process. Be sure to remain in constant
communication with building security.

3. Make sure occupants are evacuating to meeting areas.
4. Upon arrival of the Toronto Fire Service, inform the Fire Officer
regarding the alarm conditions in the mall and provide access and
vital information to the Toronto Fire Service (i.e. keys for offices, service
rooms, and storage areas).

SUPERVISORY STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES
First Stage Alarm (Alert):
1. Encourage occupants to follow fire emergency instruction announcements
and/or Fire Department requests.

2. Security keep constant communication with the Chief Warden to

determine the fire condition, make announcements and assist.
3. Warn all occupants in the evacuation zone against any action that may
cause or contribute to panic.
4. Provide the Chief Warden with necessary details of your floor/zone.
Evacuate if necessary.

Second Stage Alarm (Evacuation):
1. Proceed with a sweep assessment of your designated zone.
2. Provide assistance to others whom require it, without putting yourself

at risk.
3. Advise occupants in your area to proceed to the designated stairwell
or exit in a calm and timely manner making sure to stay low if smoke is
present. Direct occupants to thier designated meeting area.
4. Provide the Operations Manager with necessary details of your
evacuated floor/zone, which may seriously affect fire-fighting.

1 Fire & Evacuation

2 Natural Disasters
If severe weather occurs, staff will notify the Operations Manager, who will
respond to the situation. If severe weather creates a hazardous condition,
the manager may elect to allow patrons to remain within the facility until
travel is deemed safe.

IN THE EVENT OF AN EARTHQUAKE
1. During the shaking, Drop, Cover and Hold on. Protect yourself by

dropping to the floor, taking cover under a sturdy piece of furniture. If
taking cover under a sturdy piece of furniture is not possible, get into a
sitting position in a corner and facing out, bring your knees and hands
up to protect yourself.

2. Stay away (and face away) from windows (do not stand in a doorway).

Stay away from anything that can shatter or fall on you. If possible,
predetermine a safe location in which to take cover, prior to an
earthquake.

REMEMBER additional shocks or tremors may occur.
3. Do not leave cover until shaking has completely stopped.
4. The Operations Manager will determine if evacuation of the building is
necessary or to shelter in place.

5. The Operations Manager should designate personnel (Security) to shut
off all power and isolate any hazardous liquid or gases.

6. If fire occurs, activate the nearest fire alarm pull station, as the system

may still be functional. If personnel are trained, the Operations
Manager should designate them to extinguish fire.

7. Render fist aid, or assist those rendering first aid.
8. Communicate with authorities advising them of conditions at the site an
the need for outside assistance.

IN THE EVENT OF A TORNADO
1. The Operations Manager should assemble all employees to the
designated shelters. (Safest areas: Stairwells/Centre of the building)

2. If you cannot get to a safe area, protect yourself by taking cover under
a sturdy piece of furniture.

3. Stay away (and face away) from windows (do not stand in a doorway).
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Stay away from anything that can shatter or fall on you. If possible,
predetermine a safe location in which to take cover, prior to a tornado.
Employees/occupants cannot leave the building until it is safe to leave
until the tornado has passed or deemed safe.
If required to evacuate, proceed to the designated meeting area.
If fire occurs, activate the nearest manual pull station.
Render first aid or assist those rendering first aid.
Report any missing persons to Emergency Personnel.

Once the storm has passed, and in the event damage has occurred to the
building, the following precautions should be carried out:

1. Be prepared to start search and rescue operations immediately.
2. Prepare a damage assessment report and initiate temporary repairs in
3.
4.
5.
6.

an effort to prevent further damage.
Pay particular attention to possible fire, flooding or impairment of the
fire protection equipment.
Openings in walls or roofs should be temporarily repaired or the
contents of the building should be covered with tarpaulins to minimize
rain damage.
Salvage operations should be initiated.
Care should be exercised around damaged power lines.
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3 Bomb Threat
IN THE EVENT OF A BOMB THREAT
1. (Phone Call) Do not hang up the phone - the telephone company
may be able to trace the call even if the other party hangs up.

2. Record all pertinent information in the chart below.
3. Report the incident to Building Management/Security without delay.
4. DO NOT inform any persons other than the Building Management/
Security.

5. Do not touch any suspicious objects.
6. Retain any recorded messages or notes.
BOMB THREAT PROCEDURES.
1. Fill out the pertinent information below.
2. Notify the Police/Building Management/Security.
3. Chief Warden and Security will commence a search.
4. Inform the Emergency Personnel of any suspicious package. Give
them the location.

5. Evacuate occupants in the area where the device is located first,
next evacuate persons near the area and move outwards.

6. Block off the area.
7. DO NOT TOUCH THE PACKAGE.
8. Direct the police to the package. The police will dispose of it.
9. If no package is located or the package is removed, resume your
normal duties and file a supplemental report.

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS TO REMEMBER
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒

Gender?
Estimated Age?
Accent (English, Spanish, etc)
Voice (Loud, Soft, etc)
Manner (Calm, Emotional, Vulgar, etc)
Background Noises
Familar Voice?
Caller was familiar with area?

ASK THESE QUESTIONS
What time will the bomb explode?
Where is it?
What will cause it to explode?
What does it look like?
Where are you calling from?
Why did you place the bomb?
What is your name?

3 Bomb Threat

4 Suspicious Package
IN THE EVENT A SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE IS DISCOVERED
1. DO NOT open or touch the suspicious package. If you have
opened or touched the package already, avoid touching anything
else, especially your face. Wash your hands with
soap and water immediately.
2. Notify the Building Management or Security.
3. Ensure that all non-essential people are kept at a
safe distance from the suspicious package.

SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE PROCEDURES
1. Immediately notify the local emergency services at 911.
2. Ensure the package is isolated.
3. Evacuate anyone within the area.
4. Arrange for the area to be blocked off with security.
5. Arrange to meet with the responding emergency services. Escort
them to the emergency area.

6. Continue to block off the area and work in conjunction with the
emergency services.

FILL OUT THIS REPORT
Incident Location
Address:
Reason for Report:
Package Characteristics
Temperature

❒❒ Warm
❒❒ Hot

❒❒ Cool
❒❒ Cold

Odor

❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒

None
Garlic/Horseradish
Sweet
Almond/Peach
Fruity
New Mown Hay
Other:

❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒

Irritating
Changing
Pepper
Forest
Flowery
Rotten Eggs
Other:

Visible Emission

❒❒ Smoke
❒❒ Changing
❒❒ Powdery or Oily

❒❒ Mist
❒❒ Other:

Unexplained Symptoms

❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒

None
Skin Stinging
Vision
Runny Nose
Fever
Difficulty Breathing
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Other:
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❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒
❒❒

Chest Tightness
Dizziness
Skin Reddening
Welts/Blisters
Choking
Nausea
Cough
Headache
Time of Onset:

5 Active Shooter
IF YOU ARE NOTIFIED OF AN ACTIVE SHOOTER
Your primary responsibility is to save lives. Quickly determine the most
reasonable way to protect your own life. Remember that customers and
clients are likely to follow the lead of employees and managers during an
active shooter situation.
If there is an accessible escape path, attempt to evacuate the premises.
Be sure to:

1. Have an escape route and plan in mind.
2. Evacuate regardless of whether others agree to follow.
3. Leave your belongings behind.
4. Help others escape, if possible.
5. Prevent individuals from entering an area where the active shooter may
be.

6. Keep your hands visible.
7. Follow the instructions of any police officers.
8. Do not attempt to move wounded people.
9. Call 911 when you are safe.
If evacuation is not possible, ﬁnd a place to hide where the active shooter
is less likely to ﬁnd you.

1. Be out of the active shooter’s view.
2. Provide protection if shots are ﬁred in your direction (i.e., an office with
a closed and locked door).

3. Take Cover. (Turn off all light sources, Silence smart phones ringers and
other devices, Stay put until police rescue you.

4. Do not trap yourself or restrict your options for movement.
5. Lock the door. Blockade the door with heavy furniture.
6. Be prepared to defend yourself (throw objects/improvised weapons).
ACTIVE SHOOTER PROCEDURES
1. In the event of an active shooter, it is imperative Building Management
and Security responds appropriately and quickly.

2. 911 is the immediate and first step to be taken. Police, Fire services and
EMTs are specifically trained for these situations.

3. Security: Plan to keep the Security Operations Centre running, unless
ordered to leave by police. Focus on radio communications and
monitoring security cameras to assist in coordinating operations and
maintaining situational awareness.
4. Building Management/Security will always protect themselves.
5. Meet with Emergency Personnel. Inform them of the conditions in the
mall and provide access and vital information.
6. Assist any occupants. Render fist aid, or assist others.

Information to provide to law enforcement or 911 operator:
❒❒ Location of the active shooter
❒❒ Number of shooters, if more than one
❒❒ Physical description of shooter/s
❒❒ Number and type of weapons held by the shooter/s
❒❒ Number of potential victims at the location
If it is completely safe to do so, security will clear and control any scene of
an incident and secure it from public access. Preserving the scene and all
evidence that it may contain is critical for the follow up investigation. Do
NOT do this alone or without Police approval.
No unauthorized personnel are to be permitted in the area. Security will
yield to Police investigators and authorized Management.
Following any incident of this nature security will gather all relevant
information including witnesses, times, details of the occurrence and
descriptions of any suspects and document it in an occurrence report.
All Incidents are to be reported immediately to the Director of Security,
Bayview Village Management for the appropriate follow up.
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Medical
Emergency
86 For
8,16,24
IN THE EVENT OF A MEDICAL EMERGENCY
1. Contact the Building Management or Security.
2. Assist the victim and give first aid if properly trained.
3. Keep the victim warm and comfortable.
4. Building Management/Security will expedite emergency
personnel to your location.

MEDICAL
EMERGENCY
MEDICAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
1. If qualified, render first aid. Be aware of first aid kits in this
regard. Comfort and reassure the victim.
2. If necessary, call an ambulance. Either admit ambulance
personnel, or make arrangements for ambulance/fire
department personnel to be met and quickly directed to the
scene. NOTE: In our view, it is preferable to call an ambulance
and have the required victim(s) receive professional medical
attention as soon as possible, than to not have their injuries
properly evaluated in a timely manner.
3. If convenient for the victim, obtain his/her name, address,
and details of the nature of their accident. Offer to call a
relative or friend for the victim.
4. When the ambulance arrives for the victim, obtain the name(s)
of ambulance service personnel, and ambulance service
details. After the victim has been removed from the scene,
contact the ambulance service for the hospital destination.
5. ASSUME NO LIABILITY FOR THE BUILDING OR CORPORATION.
6. File a SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT and list all of the details.
7. Management not trained in first aid/CPR should be aware of
who else on-site is so trained. This is so that they can summon
them in the event of an emergency.

Medical
Emergency
86 For
8,16,24

7 Power Failure
IN THE EVENT OF A POWER FAILURE
1. Turn off all electrical equipment in your work area, such as
computers, copy machines and other devices. This will lessen
the electrical load on circuits once the power is restored.
2. Stand by for notification of the cause
and duration of the power loss from
Building Management/Security. Building
Management will then give further instructions
regarding the situation.
3. In the event of a total power failure,
occupants will likely be required to evacuate
the building via the exit stairwells.

POWER
FAILURE

POWER FAILURE PROCEDURES
Management/Security Officers should become familiar with the
building’s emergency lighting system. In the event of a power
failure, the system provides emergency lighting in the corridors
and stairwells. A Security Officer should also become familiar
with the location of these lights. It is recommended that Security
Officers carry a flashlight at all times just in case there is a power
failure. In the event of a power failure, the Management/Security
Officer should:
1. If the premises are occupied, contact the Operations Manager
and assist as directed.
2. Check the elevators on each floor by knocking on their doors
in the event that a person(s) is trapped.
3. Confirm that the emergency lighting is providing some
illumination in the public washrooms. If there is no illumination,
check the public washrooms, in occupied areas, to confirm that
no one is trapped in same.
4. Patrol the occupied areas, normally determined by checking
the building’s register, and offer the tenant(s) assistance with
evacuation via the illuminated stairwells. Do not advise the
tenant(s) to evacuate unless they are in danger, or unless
property management or emergency services have advised you
to evacuate them. NOTE: Due to various computer problems,
many tenants will want to keep working so long as they are not
in danger. This is acceptable.
5. Check mechanical areas every hour for leaks and/or floods.
To ensure their personal safety, check on persons who have
remained in the building.
6. When the power has been restored, resume your normal
duties. Frequently continue to check mechanical areas until
your shift is over.
NOTE: All Management/Security Officers should become familiar
with the affect of a power failure on elevator operation, lighting,
fire/critical function monitoring equipment, intrusion alarm, and
on the building’s mechanical systems. Personnel must be fully
familiar with all contingency plans that are in place.
NOTE: Management to liaise with Tenants on estimated time of
restoration. Check with local authorities for estimated time of
restoration.

7 Power Failure

8 Gas Leak & Explosion
IN THE EVENT OF AN EXPLOSION
1. Activate the manual pull station, and contact the Building
Management/Security.

2. Be prepared for possible recurring or additional explosions.
3. Protect yourself from possible hazards. Wait for further instructions
from a supervisor or building Emergency Personnel.

4. Help any injured persons if possible. Do not move seriously injured
persons unless they are in obvious and immediate danger.

5. Open doors carefully, feeling the door for heat first. Watch for
falling objects.

6. If relocation or evacuation is ordered, follow instructions and go to
area directed.

EXPLOSION PROCEDURES
1. Building Management and Security shall respond appropriately
and quickly.

2. 911 is the immediate and first step to be taken. Police, Fire services
and EMTs are specifically trained for these types of incidents.

3. Communicate if evacuation or shelter in place is to be completed
over the PA system.

4. Meet with Emergency Personnel. Inform them of the conditions in
the mall and provide access and vital information.

5. Assist any occupants. Render fist aid, or assist those rendering first
aid.

GAS LEAK PROCEDURES
Indoors:
If the smell seems weak:

1. Call Jim Irvine and/or Security immediately.
2. Call Enbridge Consumers Gas immediately. Tel: 1-866-763-5427
3. Do not use a cellular phone near the area of the gas leak.
4. Open door and windows to get fresh air into the rooms.
If the smell gets stronger:

5. Leave the building immediately, leaving the door open to allow air
to enter.

6. If the smell is strong, or a ‘hissing’ noise can be heard:
7. Leave the building immediately.
8. Leave the door open to allow air to enter.
9. Do not use your phone. Call JIM IRVINE from an outside phone.
Outdoors
If the smell seems weak:
1. Call Enbridge Consumers Gas immediately. Tel: 1-866-763-5427
2. Do not use a cellular phone near the area of the gas leak.
If the smell gets stronger:
3. Keep clear of the area.
If the smell is strong, or a ‘hissing’ noise can be heard:
4. Do not start any motors or motor vehicles near the area of the gas
leak.
5. Put out all open flames.
Indoors or Outdoors
1. Do not turn electrical switches or appliances etc., ‘on’ or ‘off’.
2. Do not use lighters or matches and do not smoke.
If the escaping gas is burning:
3. Do not attempt to put out the fire. Call your local fire department.

8 Gas Leak & Explosion

9 Hazardous Materials
IN THE EVENT OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
1. DO NOT open or touch or smell any suspicious materials. If you
have touched the material already, avoid touching anything else,
especially your face. Wash your hands with soap and water
immediately.
2. Notify the Building Management or Security.
3. Ensure that all non-essential people are kept at a safe distance from
the material.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PROCEDURES
Management is responsible for acquiring up-to-date Safety Data
Sheets for all Hazardous Materials. The SDS will be clearly labelled
and located in the place, where they will be accessible by all on site
personnel who may interact with Hazardous Materials.

1. Alert personnel in the immediate vicinity.
2. Confine the spill, if possible to do so without endangering yourself
or others.

3. Keep yourself between the spill and an exit. Avoid being trapped.
4. Close doors to prevent the spread of vapours into adjoining rooms
and corridors.

5. Do not use light switches and avoid unplugging equipment.
6. Restrict access to the area.
7. Evacuate the emergency area, if needed. If in doubt, evaluate the
building. Alert security.

8. Summon aid - security will contact 911. Wait for further instructions.
Chemical Splashes - In the Eyes:
1. Immediately wash the eyes with potable water for at least 15
minutes.

2. Eyes wash stations are available.
3. Encourage the victim to keep eyes open and roll them around while
irrigating.

4. Do not use any substance other than potable water or eyewash
solution to wash the eyes.

5. Get medical assistance - See instruction for Medical Emergency.
Chemical Splashes - On the Body:
1. Flush the splashed area with large amount of water. Never use

anything other than water or mild soap and water to clean chemical
from the skin.

2. Remove protective eyewear under the emergency shower as quickly

as possible when chemicals have entered the eyes. In cases where
the eyewear has not been breached, wash the face and head
thoroughly and then remove protective eyewear.

3. Wash with water for 15 minutes or longer. Wash any part of the
skin that may have had chemical contact or come into contact wit
contaminated wash water. Remove any clothing which many have
come in contact with the chemical or contemned water wash.

4. When washing, give special attention to areas that may be missed underneath earlobes, underneath the arms, the crotch, between the
toes, creases at the sides of the nose, a deep cleft in the chin. etc.

5. Get medical assistance. See instructions for Medical Emergency
6. Provide medical personnel with the nature of the chemical exposure
and provide SDS for the involved chemicals. After washing the
victim, rescuers need to wash themselves to prevent injury from the
chemical.
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10 Missing Child / Child Safety
IN THE EVENT YOU FIND A CHILD
1. If you find or otherwise encounter an unaccompanied child not
old enough to speak, bring the child to the Concierge desk. DO
NOT ANNOUNCE THAT YOU HAVE A LOST CHILD.

2. Stay with the child until the parents arrive. Make note of the child’s
reaction to the person(s) who claim him/her. It should be easy to
see if the child recognizes the parent. If there is any doubt, do not
release the child until it can be confirmed that the person claiming
the child is the correct person. If needed contact Toronto Police.

3. If you are totally satisfied, obtain a photo ID from one or both
parents, and then release the child. Write a REPORT and include
the following:

a. Name, age, and description of the child (describe clothing).
b. Name, address, phone number, driver’s licence number (or
other photo ID), and complete description of the claimant(s).

c. Record the details of how you satisfied yourself regarding the
authenticity of the claimant(s).

d. Where so equipped, obtain a video of the claiming parent(s).
NOTE: If the child is not claimed within 15 minutes, call the police.
Keep in mind the possibility that the child came to the mall on
his/her own! If you think that this is the case, advise the police
immediately. Keep the child in the Housekeeping office until the
police arrive.

IN THE EVENT SOMEONE REPORTS A LOST CHILD
1. Gather all information you can about the child from the reporter.
2. Security is to coordinate with the maintenance and housekeeping
staff in attending an entrance and keeping an eye out for the
child.

3. Security officers will patrol the exterior and interior of the
building.

4. Ensure the reporter stays at the Concierge desk.
5. Check the last store the reporter was in, in case the child returned
or is still there.

6. If the child is found, Concierge is also to notify everybody via
radio that “the event” is over and everyone can resume regular
duties.

NOTE: If within 15 minutes the child is not located, security is to
contact Toronto Police and advise them of same. If the reporter
feels that Toronto Police are to contacted right away, we are not
to stop them from doing so. If they request that we call Toronto
Police prior to the 15 minutes we will do so. Security is to keep
looking for the child until he/she has been reunited the parent or
police have arrived. If police are en route, one officer is to wait
for them at the agreed location and escort them to the reporter.
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11 Order to Evacuate
IN THE EVENT OF A FULL EVACUATION
Announcement (Evacuation Message):
“May I have your attention, please? Due to difficulties, the building
must be evacuated. Please proceed to the nearest exit in an orderly
manner”
Re-Entry - If Possible
“May I have your attention, please? Due to difficulties, the building
must be evacuated. Please proceed to the nearest exit. Please
proceed to the nearest exit. We hope to reopen the building soon.
Please proceed to the nearest exit.”

IN THE EVENT OF A PARTIAL EVACUATION
Announcement:
“May I have your attention, please? Due to difficulties at (Location),
we would like occupants to leave this area in an orderly manner.
Please proceed to (location) and follow the instructions of the staff.”

IN THE EVENT OF SHELTER IN PLACE
The Operations Manager or Designate will make the determination
to shelter in place.
• Secure interior rooms by closing and locking all windows,
closing and locking doors. Do not pull the fire alarm, do not
lock exterior doors (will prevent others from seeking shelter in
the building) unless there is a security threat (riot, civil unrest,
etc) trying to enter the building.
• If this is because of an external hazardous materials release,
shut down any ventilation or exhaust system that can be.
Announcement:
“May I have your attention, please? We are experiencing a temporary
difficulty in the building. Please remain in your seats. We will update
you on the situation as soon as possible. Please remain in your area.”
If people refuse to remain in their area, staff will advise them that
leaving the building may be hazardous. While occupants will be
discourage from leaving, they will not be forcibly restrained.

ORDER TO EVACUATE PROCEDURES
1. Evaluate the threat - location, type, immediacy of hazard.
2. Notify 911 - Fire, EMS and/or Police.
3. Determine the evacuation plan based on the information received
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(full evacuation, partial evacuation, shelter in place). Determine
safe distance from building for evacuation (Meeting Areas).
Direct staff to make all exit paths available and be prepared to
direct occupants to designated exits.
Establish an incident command post. Depending on the size/
scope of the emergency, this command post may need to be away
from the building.
Instruct staff to broadcast evacuation instructions to the occupants
(PA System).
Once occupants are outside, continue to direct occupants to a
safe distance/location away from the building.
Senior Officer from responding agencies (Fire/Police) to take over
scene.
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IN THE EVENT OF A PANDEMIC
1. Washing your hands CORRECTLY (Scrubbing with soap and
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

warm water for at least 30 seconds) is the MOST IMPORTANT
thing you can do to protect yourself.
Cover you nose and mouth when coughing or sneezing. If
possible, cough or sneeze into the crease of your elbow. Dispose
of any used tissues immediately in a proper waste receptacle.
Wash your hands after coughing, sneezing and disposing of
used tissues. Encourage others to do the same.
Avoid public locations and explore ways to work from home
(If permitted by your employer). Talk to your doctor about
preventative measures such as anti-viral medication.
If you are unable to wash your hands after being in public
spaces or on public transit, keep your hands away from your
mouth, nose and eyes. This will help prevent you from picking
up anything that may be out in public. Wash your hands as
soon as possible. Use a sanitizer if it is not possible to wash
your hands.
Avoid individuals who are showing influenza symptoms or who
are typically at risk (small children, or those with chronic illness
such as immune suppression) until influenza symptoms have
dissipated.
Protect others by knowing the symptoms and staying at home
(If permitted). Advise your place of employment when you are
showing symptoms.

PANDEMIC PROCEDURES
Should a pandemic occur, Management will, after consultation
with knowledgeable health officials, implement the following
steps, as deemed necessary:
1. Notify occupants of heightened Pandemic Alert Level.
2. Increase janitorial cleaning standards to clean/sanitize/
disinfect transfer touch points (door hardware, handrails, etc.)

3. Provide occupants/staff with appropriate protective equipment
4.

5.
6.
7.

(hand sanitizer, face mask, etc.)
Recommend to Senior Management team that they consider the
following actions:
a. Going to minimum manning and/or working at home for
key employees to continue minimum business operations.
b. Closing the Mall (Complete shutdown).
Consider temporarily placing on hold or stopping all non-critical
work done by contractors/suppliers/consultants.
Keep updated and update occupants on the pandemic situation.
Implement other actions as deemed appropriate by health
officials or other authorities.

Note: Management is to ensure that the public is kept informed
of any changes that affect their transaction of business with the
Mall. This information is to be included on the home page of
the website, in the lobbies, and in other media as appropriate.
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